
 

 

      FROM TRUCK DRIVERS INJURED AT WORK 

 

“TOUCHY – FEELY” 

It’s obvious to a commercial truck driver that traveling (driving) to a new place is hazardous.  In fact, 

operating a vehicle on the “hard top” is probably the most dangerous thing that any of us do on a daily 

basis.  Operating a large, commercial vehicle is even more dangerous.  The prevention of motor vehicle 

accidents (highway safety) is the bread and butter of the Department of Transportation.  Insurance 

companies are right behind them encouraging drivers to be safe.  But again, have you ever considered 

the fact that being at that new place (shipper’s/receiver’s property) place can be hazardous? 

Todd learned that lesson not too long ago.  He was a relatively new, long haul, commercial truck driver 

and he loved his job.  He also prided himself on getting the job done, no matter what was involved.  In 

fact, on several occasions he had helped lumpers get the freight on and off his trailer so he could get 

back on the road and make more miles.  Unfortunately, on one unseasonably cool night in Indiana he 

was helping the lumpers move some freight and he strained his lower back.  The pain was so bad that he 

could not complete his dispatch nor could he even retain his job because he had violated a company 

rule.   

REAL LIFE LESSON 

Contrary to popular opinion, management does not sit around all day thinking of new ways to harass 

drivers by creating rules and regulations.  There is a reason why they create a rule.  Sadly, too often 

these rules are created AFTER and BECAUSE someone has been injured.  If they had anticipated the 

potential of that accident then they probably would have written/enforced the rule prior to the injury.  

Anyway, there are several reasons for rules and harassment is not one.  

One of the most common rules is the restriction placed on drivers regarding “touching” the freight.  

Most drivers will agree that loading/unloading of freight is not their responsibility.  They move it from 

Point A to Point B by safely negotiating the nation’s highways (a very dangerous task).  Someone else 

loads/unloads the freight.  HOWEVER, it always seems to happen that confusion exists regarding the 

loading/unloading of freight.  To get the job done and to get back on the road, drivers are sometimes 

tempted to accomplish the task (touch the freight).  This is the hazard!!!  Believe it or not, more drivers 

are injured “touching  freight” than are injured in motor vehicle accidents. 

Therefore, if your company has a rule regarding who is supposed to “touch the freight” then that rule 

should be observed.  If there is any confusion regarding the situation, immediately contact dispatch and 

seek clarification.  Touching the freight can be a hazardous task and most often it IS NOT the 

responsibility of the driver.  Don’t get hurt like Todd by doing someone else’s job. 


